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set of results; labeled test tubes in a clini-
cal, sterile “learning” lab.

Transition Year is meant to set you free 
from this learning lobotomy. But, because all 
your new “explorative” classes are taught by 
the same teachers who teach toward state 
exams, the learning rubric does not change. 
The freedom we received was only techni-
cal—we were given computers with which 
to occupy the majority of our days. Classes 
mostly consisted of free time: free packaged 
presents. But really, the time was unfree: 
you couldn’t be present in it at all, because 
you had to stay in class, aimlessly “research-
ing” things on your computer, or mindlessly 
watching “educational” films. We had to 
stick with the constrained curriculum, in 
which the present never really lived—it 
only passed past us until the school bell 
rang, shrilly signaling the end of yet another 
regimented segment of time.

Because preparation for our judgment-
day exams had been paused, motivation 
was generally lacking, or at least slack-
ing, before we all hit junior year. This was 

hardly surprising: without the structure 
of preparing for our state exams, our edu-
cation system has very little to fall back 
on—in fact, it means nothing at all. So, we 
were instructed to “personally grow” in a 
period that was structured into carefully 
partitioned “free time” that was constantly 
filled. We were given “freedom” that was 
both meaningless and endless.

To me, the whole notion seemed forced. 
Even so, Transition Year was obligatory: I 
was forced to be unfreely free. So, I took my 
freedom, at my expense, and made it pay, 
my way. And pay my way it did, for one of 
the most useful of all my personal develop-
ments in Transition year took place in my 
bank account. I worked double the num-
ber of hours I had worked since I started 
working when I was 12. And by the time 
I grew frustrated with the stagnation of 
all “developments” during the Year, I had 
saved enough money to leave transitioning, 
and Ireland. So that’s exactly what I did. I 
made the most documented, and undocu-
mented, of all Irish moves: I moved away.

I arrived at Harvard for summer school 
with no knowledge of what to expect. I 
didn’t know anything about the American 
college system, didn’t know what liberal arts 
meant, had no notion of applying to schools 
here, and no family or friends in America to 
explain anything to me. All I had was the 
names of my two classes, a mind full of a defi-
cit of interest, freshly harvested from Tran-
sition Year, and a bank account that was al-
most empty of four years of my time. Luckily, 
my post-transitioned mind was in the per-
fect state to be filled, and the bottled-up time 
I had been saving was perfectly spilled right 
back into my head—just like water raining 
back down into a mirroring sea. Classes, in-
stead of being full of answers, were full of 
questions. And, for the first time, I discov-
ered that I suited questions a lot better than I 
suited answers. My time, in being reflectively 
spent, was set free—in and of itself. 

I returned home filled with difference—
with different ways of thinking and differ-
ent types of friends, with different words 
for different worlds. But this time, I had a 
weapon to fend off the straitjacketed sys-
tem. I had knowledge that, somewhere, I 
could find an education of questions—a 
place where ceilings are only made of sky. 
This place wasn’t Harvard, or America, 
even though Harvard was the first place 
I really found it. Instead, it’s a state of 
mind—the only state in which I think any 
of us can be truly free, where legitimacy, 
because it lives in questions themselves, is 
unquestionable and, as such, is the most 

harvard magazine’s Berta Greenwald Ledecky Undergraduate Fellows 
for the 2012-2013 academic year will be Cherone Duggan ’14 and Kathryn 
Reed ’13—selected from among more than two dozen applicants. The fel-
lows join the editorial staff and contribute to the magazine during the year, 
writing the “Undergraduate” column and reporting for print publication 
and harvardmagazine.com, among other responsibilities.

Duggan, of Carbury, County Kildare, Ireland (a small farming community 
about 30 miles west of Dublin), and Winthrop House, first came to Harvard 
as a summer-school student. For college, she was attracted to the opportu-
nities for liberal-arts education, as opposed to the professional tracks that 
are prevalent on the other side of the Atlantic. At Harvard, she has served as 
a peer educator for the Office of Sexual Assault Prevention and Response, 
has volunteered with a Boston writing program for young adults and senior 
citizens, and has worked in Lamont Library. She was recently awarded a 
Mellon Mays Fellowship. A social-studies concentrator, Duggan was in Cam-
bridge this past summer as a campus proctor for summer-school students.

Reed, of Windsor, Massachusetts (a small community in the Berkshires), 
and Adams House, is chair of The Crimson’s weekly magazine, Fifteen Minutes, 
and has done distinguished work as both a writer and a photographer. She is also 
a dorm crew House captain. She has spent the past two summers in Tanzania on a 
Support for International Change program, living in a rural village and serving as an 
HIV/AIDS educator—in circumstances that are “the exact opposite of the Berk-
shires.” Reed is concentrating in sociology with a secondary field in philosophy; she 
also expects to earn a language citation in Swahili.

The fellowships are supported by Jonathan J. Ledecky ’79, M.B.A. ’83, and named 
in honor of his mother. For updates on past Ledecky Fellows and links to their work, 
see http://harvardmagazine.com/donate/ledecky-fellowships.
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